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an image of the Dev The sculptured monuments are called
' paleeyos ' They bear a rude representation of the deceased
wamor mounted upon his war-horse, or driving his chariot,
according to the circumstances which may have attended his
fall The paleeyo of the Sutee is distinguished by a woman's
arm adorned with marriage bracelets A dagger piercing the
heart or throat of a man often shows the spot where a Bhat has
slam himself in Traga Beneath the sculptured bas-relief is
written the name of the deceased, the date of the death, and
usually an account of the circumstances which preceded it
These funeral monuments, frequently in great numbers, fringe
the reservoirs of water, or cluster around the gateways of the
towns At each paleeyo the relations of the deceased worship
once a year, either on the anniversary of the death, or on some
other day appointed for festival, and when a marriage takes
place in the family thither the bride and bridegroom repair, to
pay obeisance to their beatified ancestor
Some of these monuments attain insensibly to a high degree
of sanctity If a person who has made a vow at one of them
chance to obtain the object which he had in view, his gratitude
leads him to spend money in entertaining Brahmins at the
paleeyo, or even in erecting a temple there In either case the
fame of the Dev is spread by those who are interested in
maintaining it, and others are attracted to the now general
worship
The temple of the Devee Boucherajee, as we have seen,
grew up out of a rude stone placed to commemorate the
death of a Charun woman Another much worshipped shrine
in the Runn of Kutch, on the road from Hulwud to Areesur,
marks the place where Wurnajee Purmar, a Rajpoot chieftain,
was slain in the garments of his hardly celebrated marriage,
when pursuing a band of predatory Koolees who had carried
off the cattle of his town One of the most interesting, pro-
bably, of the later cases of canonization, is that of Sudooba the
Bhatun, which we now propose to describe to our readers
In the year succeeding that in which the victor of Assaye
had crushed the power of Napoleon, the city of Ahmed, still
owed a divided duty to the Peshwah and the Guikowar, whose
representatives held their respective courts m the two citadels

